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Silent Night set to return to campus on Dec. 10

Game returns
after year hiatus
Markus Miller

Co-Managing Editor

After enduring cancellation
for the first time in its history,
Silent Night is set to return this
year and provide Taylor students
with one of the university’s most
popular traditions yet again.
The game, which is slated
for Friday, Dec. 10, is set to be
played against Lincoln Christian
University.
The event is expected to proceed as normal. That means the
Kessler Student Activities Center
will be open overnight for students to camp out for seats and

that doors will open at 4:30 p.m.
— over an hour before the 6:00
p.m. tipoff in Odle Arena.
Tickets are expected to be
made available online to Taylor
students before Thanksgiving
Break.
Kyle Gould, director of intercollegiate athletics, said that Taylor and the athletic department’s
focus is providing a fun event
for students and that the disappointment of last year’s game being canceled factors into what he
thinks could be one of the more
anticipated Silent Nights in the
game’s storied history.
The athletic department is
also expecting one of the larger
demands for tickets among Taylor students in the game’s history

and is prioritizing students before opening up the tickets to
the public.
“I think it’s one of the coolest traditions at Taylor,” Gould
said. “And for the freshman and
sophomores who didn’t get to do
it, and the upperclassmen who
missed a year, I think they’ll be
excited. I think some of the traditions you’re worried are going to fall off if you miss a year,
I don’t think that’s the case with
Silent Night.”
Last year’s game was initially announced in an October chapel, and
was scheduled for late November
before Thanksgiving, due to the
academic schedule not allowing
in-person classes in the weeks after
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The last Silent Night game was held in 2019.

Taylor increases faculty wages, student tuition cost
Leadership makes
financial changes
Kyla Russell
News Co-Editor

At a meeting on Oct. 13, President Michael Lindsay and his
team updated faculty and staff
on the Taylor community and the
university’s economic standing.
Taylor announced changes to
their financial plan including an
increase in tuition, the restructuring of long-term debt and
greater wages for staff.
Student tuition will increase
by 2.76% for the upcoming academic year (2022-23).
The final cost of a Taylor education will amount to $48,534
annually. This shift is due to added room, board, tuition and overall fees of attendance.

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Stephen Olson is the chief
financial officer for Taylor.

Stephen Olson, vice president
for business & finance and chief
financial officer, gave this announcement with the backing
of the board of trustees.
He also spoke about the updated university financial aid model which helps the admissions
teams in front loading scholarship funds to offer competitive

aid packages to next year’s incoming class.
“This is a step that the admissions team believes will help
draw additional students to the
University,” Will Hagen, vice
president for strategy and chief
of staff, said in summarization
of the meeting.
Olson said that freshmen enrollment at Taylor in the past
two recruitment cycles has been
markedly lower.
Intending to secure 445 freshman students and 40 transfers
for the 2022-23 academic year,
increasing enrollment continues
to be a priority for the Lindsay
administration, keeping Taylor’s
finances steady.
Long-ter m debt wa s
refinanced.
Olson offered an update on the
university’s approach to finances

at the meeting. He commended
the minimal debt Taylor holds
and recognized the strategic nature and financial tool that existing debt can offer to a healthy
institution.
This summer, the team lowered the annual loan servicing
cost by $1 million and added
funds for future projects, infrastructure investments and to address deferred maintenance.
“(Olson) shared that, over the
summer, the University took advantage of favorable market conditions,” Hagen said.
Additionally, the board refinanced $17 million of existing
debt and extended Taylor’s maturity to the year 2051.
University staff will receive a
1.5% increase in wages.
This shift will be put into effect Jan. 1, 2022.

“Given the fact that the University has navigated many challenges well, in recognition of the
amazing work that has occurred
in the midst of a leadership transition, in celebration of our 175th
anniversary and because the
University was able to achieve a
2% operating margin (an important sign of institutional health)
for Fiscal Year (FY) 2021, full time
employees will receive a $1,000
bonus and part-time employees
who routinely work more than 10
hours a week will receive a $400
bonus.” Hagen said.
These payments will be made
via a hard copy check before
Thanksgiving.
The board of trustees previously set a mandate of an annual 2% operating margin nearly
two years ago. Olson shared that
Taylor achieved this goal at the

conclusion of FY 2021, allowing
the bandwidth to expand wages.
Lindsay noted that university
faculty received a wage increase
earlier this year.
Following the meeting, Lindsay sent a message to the Taylor
body on Nov. 1.
In the message, he emphasized
his goal in maintaining financial
stewardship and supporting his
colleagues.
“Wisely steward the resources God has entrusted to Taylor
resulting in at least a 2 percent
operating margin so that we can
reinvest in the University, our
students and our employees,”
Lindsay said.
Lindsay will continue to share
monthly updates regarding the
Taylor community with students, faculty and staff.
echo@taylor.edu

J-term mission trips return
Bridging between
college, community
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

Photograph by Jude Tepper

The Gas City Speedway is located just past the Gas City exit

Speedway festival closes season
Race brings together
fans, competitors

On Oct. 22–23 Gas City Speedway hosted the Third Annual
Fall Festival of Speed and NonWing Nationals.
Located at 5871 E. 500 S.
just of f Interstate 69, the
dirt raceway concluded its

racing season that began in
late April.
Jerry Gappens, track promoter of Gas City Speedway,
just finished his fourth season
with the raceway. Under the
leadership of Jack Himelick,
track owner, Gappens moved
this event from the first weekend in October to the end of
the month. By changing the
date, Gappens said their hope
was to attract more cars and
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Payne Moses
News Co-Editor

fans from surrounding states
longing to attend one last race
in the calendar year.
Competitors and fans alike
traveled to the Fall Festival of Sp e ed from st at e s
such as Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Kentucky and
even Oklahoma.
Friday, the first night of competition, acclaimed television
host David Letterman made an
SPEEDWAY continues on Page 2
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January Interterm ( J-term)
provides students with the opportunity to travel on Lighthouse mission trips.
In a typical year, Taylor
World Outreach (TWO) expects to send out six to seven groups of students on trips
across the globe. Due to the
pandemic, only four trips will
be sent out this J-term.
These trips are driven by
service, engagement and community. Lighthouse trips are
focused on outreach opportunities to serve and bring deeper meaning to personal and
team development.
In January 2022, students
will travel to Spain, Honduras, Kosovo and Central Asia.
The Spain trip consists of
two main components involving academics and outreach.
As an apologetics mission
trip, students will take a

‘I Love Only You’
at Metcalf
Steinbach’s exhibit provides
unique experiences
Page 5

class in contemporary Christian beliefs and partner with
the Fellowship of Evangelical
Churches in Basque Country.
In Honduras, students will
engage with individuals experiencing economic distress.
Their service involves supporting development by assisting in skills training for jobs at
local businesses.
Students in Kosovo will
work in partnership with
Greater Europe Mission (GEM)
to organize programs and activities for local youth.
Traveling to Central Asia
is a new endeavor for Taylor students. Once there, students will work alongside
medical missionaries teaching English all while building
relationships.
Director of Taylor World
Outreach, Chip Bii plays an integral part in making each trip
a heart-changing experience.
“They are designed to be
transformational and not
transactional,” Bii said.
According to Bii, the difference between transformation

and transaction is the powerful relationships built with
God and the team and local
people.
There are three phases to
Lighthouse trips: preparation,
experience and reflection.
“Past students have told me
explicitly that they went into
the trip primarily for themselves, and after the trip they
were transformed in the way
they view others,” Bii said.
“ There is a shift from ‘me’
to ‘we’ and a shift from ‘I’ to
‘God.’”
TWO intern, senior Kara
Knight, oversees the behindthe-scenes work of these trips.
“Ever yone who has been
on one has said it had a great
impact and really enjoyed it,”
Knight said. “They learned
a lot.”
Applications for J-t erm
Lighthouse trips are no longer open, but students may
inquire about future opportunities by contacting the TWO
office located in the Boren
Student Center.
echo@taylor.edu

Writers take
on NaNoWriMo

Reviewing Ashley’s
Ice Cream Cafe

Month-long event challenges students
to write an entire book
Page 6

Ellie Tiemens gets the scoop on the
newest local ice cream shop
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Lewis Center moves locations within the library

Programming names
five focus areas
Darin Jordan
Staff Writer

The C.S. Lewis and Friends collection is developing programs to
connect with current and past
Taylor students and employees.
Due to current nationwide furniture shortages, there are setbacks in the timeline of getting
all of the collection moved. The
administrative side is moving forward though.
Professor of Higher Education
and Director of the Lewis Center
Todd Ream is working to create
an advisory board. Until then,
Ream is the main person working on the project.
The main area of concern is
making the content available

for students, faculty and visiting
researchers. The collection has
been moved to the main floor of
the library, with the circulating
collection just past the desk.
Additionally, the Lewis Center is moving toward having thematic studies on C.S. Lewis. Their
hope is to take a look at particular facets of Lewis.
A third area of expansion is
aimed at engaging retired employees. Many Taylor retirees
live in the Upland area and while
they can go to some concerts and
events, the university does not
have an office designated for this.
Ream suggested that the Lewis
Center could put together a connection through reading groups,
interaction with students, trips
and potentially funding research
projects to keep former staff
engaged.

Through this program the
Lewis Center also wants to
connect retirees with students
to help them build relationships with experienced adults
since current employees do
not have time to connect with
every student.
Lastly, the Lewis Center is also
looking to develop classes related
to Lewis, such as C.S. Lewis and
his approach to Scripture.
These courses could include large projects, or collaborating with other universities
and programs.
“Those members of the advisory board I would see would
include faculty from the campus, we would look for representation from the co-curricular
areas, student development
representation from students,”
said Ream. “But also include

Lewis scholars who serve on
other campuses, we wouldn’t
want it to be too large again,
probably no bigger than say
10 people, so that we get good,
vibrant exchanges between
people, we would want some
broad representation.”
Th ere may b e L e w i s related classes or incorporation into classes as soon as
next fall.
Ream said that while the
Lewis Center has some funding, there is not enough to
cover all of the research and
former employee support
ideas. To support these different programs, the Lewis Center plans on working with the
development office on campus
and applying for grants from
outside sources.
echo@taylor.edu
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The Lewis Center is now located to the left of
the front desks, next to Tech Express.

Math writer shares his journey with students

One man’s career
impacts millions
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

On Oct. 20, Marvin Bittinger shared his love for math with
Taylor students.
His math textbooks are widely
popular and read by many at Taylor and around the world.
Bittinger’s path to becoming
an accomplished mathematician was not an easy one. 10 days
after birth, his mother passed
away and he was raised by his
grandmother.
This circumstance caused
him to be exposed to new and
different ideas. There were two
things he loved about his grandmother: she always read the Bible to him and she said he must
attend college.
This, partnered with the
role models he found in his uncles who were engineers, led
him to want to pursue something similar.
However, he was not a straight
A student in high school.
After receiving a D grade on
an Algebra II exam, his teacher said that he was winning the
race of turning in the tests, but
wasn’t winning the race of doing
them accurately.
He realized she was right and
would later put this advice in his
book.

Photograph provided by Carmel Current

Marvin Bittinger in his personal library.

Bittinger then went to college
for mathematics with his mind
still set on engineering. This was
his plan from the start, and yet
he could not understand why his
grades were average in chemistry and physics. When he realized
that science was not his natural
bend, he committed to the path
of math and switched majors.
This season revealed to him
that he did not have to be a minister to spread the Gospel; he
could teach math. He was able to
intersect faith, learning and service by seeking to be excellent in
all areas.

Marvin finished his undergraduate program with goals to
study mathematics and attended Ohio State University (OSU) for
graduate school. His time at OSU
was not what he expected.
He experienced poor course
placement, which only caused
him frustration and the 50 other students.
Along with the unfortunate
events, there was no math textbook, which sparked Bittinger interest to fulfill a need.
Now married, Bittinger and his
wife, Elaine, moved to Laffeyete,
Ind. for him to earn his doctorate

at Purdue University. He told the
Taylor students that Elaine would
entertain herself until 10 p.m. at
night while he wrote.
“She was the best author’s
wife,” he said.
The couple was looking for jobs
at Christian schools when God
spoke through Elaine, convicting her that they should go to a
secular university instead.
“They need a Christian math
professor at a secular college
more than at a Christian college,”
she said.
Shortly after, they settled at
Indianapolis University Purdue

University (IUPUI) where Bittinger taught and wrote, which he
saw as a way to to serve students.
He kept this mindset throughout his career as he transitioned from professor to
full-time author.
Junior Jenna King was optimistic about Bittinger’s impact.
“I liked his perspective of how
he cared more about his students
and being there to serve them
versus just being there as a math
teacher to get paid,” King said.
Director of Scholarships Michael Mortenson was excited
about the opportunity for Bittinger to speak on campus.
“I think the important thing
about his lecture today is that, as
successful as he’s been, he still is
so free to share that you are going to have bumps in the road,”
Mortenson said. “I hope that gave
students encouragement to try
and see what God can do even
through your weakness. You never know, God may use that roadblock to open up an opportunity.”
Though Bittinger never saw
himself as becoming an author
of math textbooks, he has now
sold over 13 million copies and
is able to share his love for math
in classrooms all over the world.
Bittinger may be retired now
but continues learning. His advice to the Taylor college classroom was simple: “don’t retire,
rewire.”
echo@taylor.edu

New leadership joins Ecuador semester program

Special press release
for The Echo
Grace Christodoss
Contributor

T he E c u a dor S eme s t er
Abroad Program is one of the
most highly attended study
abroad programs at Taylor University and has recently undergone a change in leadership.
Dr. John Moore, recently retired professor of biology at
Taylor created the program
with his wife Cathy, in 2007.
SPEEDWAY continued from Page 1

appearance after celebrating
homecoming festivities at his
alma mater, Ball State University.
As much as racing is a sport,
Gappens said Gas City Speedway treats their races as a form
of entertainment.
Outside of the track, there
are state fair-like concessions,
a playground for children and
grandstands that seat up to
5,000 people.
For an additional fee, fans can
purchase a pit pass to meet drivers, get autographs and see the
race cars up close.
Rain shorten ed th e action at 10 p.m. Officials postponed the B- and A- mains

Since its creation, hundreds
of students have had the opportunity to not only study in
Cuenca, Ecuador, but also live
with host families in Cuenca.
Dr. Ken Kiers and his wife, Greta, have recently transitioned
into the role of program directors and have many hopes for
the program.
Moore and his wife look fondly back on their time directing
the highly successful program.
They believe that it was God’s
hand that brought the program together and that it was

ultimately built upon a framework of good relationships. “It
is something that God brought
together, not me.” Moore noted. “The structure that has
been developed is on relationships. The students get to live
with host families and those
relationships with their families is a significant part of the
experience.”
Ken and Greta K iers a re
no w t h e p r o g r a m d i r e c tors a nd hope to ca r r y on
the legacy of good relationships through their time in

the program. “I love the people.
We are going in with an open
mind and are excited to meet
new people and grow old relationships in Ecuador”, said
Ken Kiers when asked about
his new role and what drew
him to it. When asked why the
program is important, Greta
Kiers noted that this significantly embedded cross cultural program lends itself to
be another way of expressing
faith and ref lecting the global church.
Taylor University has also

benefited from this connection with Cuenca, Ecuador.
“So many students have come
from Ecuador to go to Taylor,
because of their connection
with Taylor students during
their time abroad in Ecuador.”
Moore said.
This relationship building
that started with the Moores
will continue to expand as the
Kiers direct the Ecuador Semester Abroad program. As
Moore stated, “When you have
relationship, it grows.”
echo@taylor.edu

non-wing 410 sprint car and
wingLESS sprints to Saturday
at 3:30 p.m. The seven feature
events followed at 5 p.m. in the
season finale.
Each of these final races have
20 –24 cars compete and the
fields are determined by preliminary heats.
According to Linda Mansfield,
public relations for Gas City
Speedway, the winners of the
headline races are as follows:
• C.J. Leary of Greenfield, IN–
25-lap non-wing 410 sprint
car feature 1
• Jason McDougal of Turtletown, OK– 25-lap non-wing
410 sprint car feature 2
• Jake Kouba of Minneapolis,

MN– 25-lap IRA Auto Meter
Wisconsin wingLESS sprint
car feature 1
• Dan Wade of Kenosha, WI–
25-lap IRA Auto Meter Wisconsin wingLESS sprint car
feature 2
• Tyler Roahrig of Plymouth,
IN– 20-lap modified feature
• Ervin Turner of Marion, IN–
20-lap street stock main
event
• Landon Arcaro of Brookville,
IN– 15-lap hornet feature
Before Gappens became track
promoter, Gas City Speedway
only held a few races a year. Now
the team hosts 16 race classes
and 21 sanctioned events.
“(Gas City) officials have

been very supportive,” Gappens said. “They recognize it’s
an asset for the community
with putting heads in beds, and
putting people in restaurants,
buying gas … We’re in a great
location right here at the intersection of Interstate 69 halfway between Indianapolis and
Fort Wayne, so there’s a lot of
positives here.”
COVID-19 was a prodigious
problem for surrounding states,
but Gappens said they benefited from other states being shut
down in 2020.
The raceway was able to open
in June 2020 at 50% capacity and
upgraded all the way to full capacity by the end of the year.

Instead of fans driving a couple
hours to see their races, Gappens
said he began seeing people coming from up to six hours away to
watch races.
“Festival” is a key word in the
event’s namesake. Gappens said
he would like to see it grow to
where the 33-acre property
holds amusement park rides
and a swap market. People in attendance could enjoy the county fair-like atmosphere during
the day and watch the races
at night.
Taylor students are eligible for
a $5–$10 discount with a student
ID at Gas City Speedway, according to Gappens.
echo@taylor.edu

The Echo
is hiring
Interested in gaining
experience in your field?
Want to get involved
on campus? The Echo
is hiring for the following positions for
Spring semester:
• Online Editor
• Designers
• Photographers
Apply through the QR
code below!

Questions?
Email echo@taylor.edu

Upcoming
Events
Flu Shot Clinic
Tues., 1–4 p.m.
Wed., 9 a.m.–12 p.m.
Health Center

Loud Chapel
Nov. 9, 8 p.m.
Rediger Chapel

Storms’ a Breuin’
Open House
Nov. 10, 7–9 p.m.
Third Breu

Book Talk with
Ben Wetzel
Nov. 11, 3 p.m.
Zondervan 142

Clothing Swap
Nov. 11, 7–9 p.m.
Nov. 13, 9–11 p.m.
Student Center

Fabrica
Nov. 13
Euler Atrium

CMC Live
Nov. 14, 7 p.m.
Rediger Chapel
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Kerr describes music department impact
From music student
to music teacher
Marissa Muljat
Features Co-Editor

Senior music education major, Abigail Kerr, was in the middle of teaching a music lesson
to her elementary-aged class,
when a student turned to her
and said, “Miss Kerr, last night
my mom lost 37 teeth.”
She could not help but giggle
to herself at the hilarity and irrelevance of this comment.
“I just find joy in (student
teaching) every single day, just
like the crazy things that the
students will say,” Kerr said.
“You literally never know what’s
going to come out of someone’s mouth.”
Kerr is currently in the process of completing her student
teaching and hopes to become
an elementary music teacher
after graduating this spring.
Her time at Taylor, more specifically within the music department, has been extremely
positive and life-giving to her.
She has been actively involved
with several musical activities
such as chorale and “Sounds,”
participating as member and
leading as a chorale officer.
The music department at
Taylor is one of the smallest
departments in the university, which for Kerr, has been a
blessing in many ways, especially relationally.
“It’s just a really tight-knit
group of people,” Kerr said.
“They’re my family, which is
cheesy, but it’s true.”
Kerr explained that many of
her closest friends have been
made through participation in
music classes and music-related activities at Taylor.
Not only are the students
within the department close
with each other, but that closeness extends to their music professors.
“I just feel like the professors are more than my professors,” Kerr said. “They kind of
just feel like my friends. I feel

Photograph provided by Abigail Kerr

Senior Abigail Kerr, a music education major, poses next to Assistant Professor of Music Choral Ensembles Reed Spencer.

comfortable talking to them,
they know when I’m having a
bad day, they give me great advice and are also really good at
what they do.”
Kerr mentioned two particular professors who have had
a big impact on her life: Assistant Professor of Music Loralee
Songer and Assistant Professor of Music Choral Ensembles
Reed Spencer.
Songer pushes Kerr to be her
best during their one-on-one
voice lesson sessions.
She feels as though Songer
understands and knows her
very well which allows her
to know what Kerr’s limitations are.
Spencer came to Taylor during Kerr’s sophomore
year and greatly impacted the
way she views music and the
chorale.

“He’s a great listener and I
know just that he really cares,”
Kerr said. “He just is a really
overall great person and shows
that to not just me, but the
whole chorale and whole music department.”
Although Kerr has a lot of
love and appreciation for her
professors and for her major,
the work can be demanding and
challenging at times.
Music department majors
must complete a lot of practice on top of other homework
students may have. In addition, Kerr’s chorale participation filled up her schedule
even more.
“Being a music ed major basically means I’m double majoring,” Kerr said. “So, I’m
majoring in music and in education which are both very demanding majors.”

Kerr has taken a full load of
classes every semester and has
even taken as many as 22 credits in a single semester. The
demanding nature of her major has left her exhausted and
overwhelmed at times, but
overall, Kerr feels blessed and
challenged by her music department family.
The music department has
been pivotal for Kerr and her
future career as a music teacher, but music has been a part of
her life for much longer than
just her time at Taylor.
Growing up in Augusta, Illinois, Kerr would constantly record herself singing. She
then joined her school’s band
in 5th grade and in 6th grade,
the choir.
In high school, she participated in several musical activities including theater and choir

and even played Cinderella in
her school’s musical production
of “Cinderella.”
Music has simply always
played a major role in her life,
and she wouldn’t have it any
other way.
“Even if I don’t want to express my emotions, I can do
that through music,” Kerr said.
“I think music can be used
in a healing way; it’s just super powerful.”
As a student music teacher
at Eaton Elementary and Albany Elementary, Kerr has been
able to put everything she has
learned into practice.
The transition from being a
full-time student to becoming
a full-time student teacher has
been challenging, but rewarding for her.
“In our education classes we
talk a lot about relationships
with our students and how
the teacher-student relationship is super important,” Kerr
said. “I see that every single
day, just how important that
teacher-student relationship
is. Who cares if you don’t get
through the content for the day,
as long as your students know
that you’re there and that you
love them and care for them.”
She hopes that relationships
will continue to form and grow
throughout her teaching.
Kerr recently finished student teaching for two different elementary schools
totaling around 600 students.
She taught seven classes each
day and was encouraged by her
teachers to do a lot of work on
her own.
She will now begin teaching
middle and high school music
at Eastbrook middle and high
school, where she hopes to establish more relationships and
spread more love and appreciation for music while teaching it.
“Singing and dancing with
(my students) all day long has
been so much fun,” Kerr said.
“Obviously I’m exhausted when
I get home, but by the morning,
I’m ready to do it all again.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Keaton Hendricks shares Sky Manufacturing mission
The business journey
of a Taylor alumnus
Sam Maurer
Staff Writer

Keaton Hendricks graduated
from Taylor University in 2018
already having founded what
was then Sky Outfitters out of
his dorm room in Bergwall.
In 2016 during his sophomore year at Taylor, Hendricks started Sky Outfitters,
now called Sky Manufacturing
which creates socks and other
apparel for separate stores and
helps develop brands for those
stores nationwide.
His passion for clothing began by selling used shoes his
freshman year, but he later
decided that he wanted to do
something different.
“I wanted to do something
and create a business and see
kind of how it spun up,” Hendricks said.
Hendricks then began an
E-commerce website and
brand. He was able to reflect
his passion for giving back
to homeless shelters through
his brand.
“We did that through a buy
one give one model where for
each pair of socks sold, we donated one to a local homeless
shelter,” Hendricks said.
He and his roommate would
order as many pairs of socks as
they possibly could.
They would then load the
products up and bring them
to their dorm room.
“We gave up couches, TVs,

all that and it was just boxes of
product,” Hendricks said.
In the early years, they would
get the orders ready and take
them to the post office, then
head to basketball practice
after.
Hendricks played basketball
at Taylor for all four years while
managing a business. He even
scored the tenth point during
the annual Silent Night game
his freshman year.
Sky Outfitters continued
for five more years, until Aug.
20, 2021, when they began Sky
Manufacturing.
In the beginning, Hendricks
had it upon his heart to give
back to people less fortunate
than himself.
He also wants to continue to
grow Sky as a company as he
moves forward. As Sky moved
into manufacturing, their core
goals remain the same, but
they have had to achieve them
differently.
“It’s now like working with
these brands and working
with these stores that we service, to create the best product
out there and to be able to give
them, and make it a win-win relationship,” Hendricks said.
The rest of Hendricks’ team
at Sky respect him highly and
highlighted the fact that Hendricks was willing to find the
right people to learn from.
“Keaton wasn’t afraid to
find the right mentors,” said
Clay Riggins, a member of
Sky’s team.
Now Hendricks believes that
Sky Manufacturing has found
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Keaton Hendricks (‘18) is the founder of Sky Manufacturing.

its niche. He said there is great
importance in being niche-focused and having a product-market fit.
Hendricks knows that what
they're doing with Sky Manufacturing is not as simple as it
was with Sky Outfitters, but he
believes that they are doing the
right thing.

Sky found their product-market fit, the degree to which a
product satisfies a strong market demand, in 2019.
“We felt like the market was
demanding something and felt
like we could step up to the
plate and do it,” Hendricks said.
Since then, Sky as a company has been doing very well and

in 2019 they hit their six-month
goal of supplying socks for the
Wheeler Mission, which is one
of the biggest homeless shelters
in the U.S.
After they were able to do
that, their sales grew and
brands and stores started
to know about them so they
didn’t have to pitch their

company because it had
gained popularity.
Although they didn’t hit their
yearly goal, Hendricks was ecstatic about the fact they were
able to hit their six-month goal.
“So that was pretty cool! And
you know, that was like, wow!
I mean, just something that
seemed impossible even to get
halfway. I mean, way more than
I was thinking we would do.”
Hendricks said.
As for the future of Sky, Hendricks and his team hope to
build an entire category of industries and have products for
every season.
They have made it a point to
grow but not jeopardize their
original values.
“We want to grow but on our
own terms,” said Clay Riggins
of Sky.
Hendricks loves his job and
the people he works with and is
very appreciative of the people
that helped him get to where
he is.
One thing about Sky Manufacturing that Hendricks enjoys is that everyone that works
there graduated from Taylor
so he enjoys sharing stories
and laughs about their time
at Taylor.
“I would really, really encourage people to rely on their relationships and network of Taylor
alumni,” Hendricks said.
Hendricks now enjoys his job
at Sky full time but also loves
to be outdoors playing with his
dog Brady who keeps his wife
and him busy.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.”—The First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution
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Our View
Unintentional community
The Taylor community can be
unintentional.
It is no secret that students are
drawn to Taylor’s intentional community, but when a different connotation is given to this recognized
phrase, what comes to mind?
With brother and sister floor
meals, wing retreats, and small
groups, it is difficult to deny the effort both Taylor students and faculty give to preserve the university’s
reputation.
Taylor values tradition, a key
piece to fostering communal relationships. Silent Night and pick-adates are popular opportunities for
men and women to come together
and enjoy each others’ company.
What makes these events particularly attractive is the community experienced when wings and
floors dress up, waiting in anticipation to rush the basketball court;
an equally special gathering happens during group dates while
painting canvas or swing dancing.
One may think it crazy to consider Taylor’s community being unintentional; however, there are both
positive and negative realities to
this concept.
Among all of the planned and
designed communities, there are
spaces where relationships are
made and homework is done that
was unintentional. This happens
when students happen to be in the
same space as others, so unintentional moments are created to talk
with someone new.
Jillian Brannon is a personnel
assistant (PA) for First West Olson
where shared spaces are treasured.
“When you live with 30 girls
there is a bond that’s created
through the shared space,” Brannon said. “These spaces provide a
place for the good and hard conversations and ultimately bring us
all closer together.”
Countless friendships have been
made on Olson Beach looking for a
fourth spikeball player. People frequently lay out blankets for homework or spectating in hope for an
unexpected friendship to spark.
Bergwall Hall engages in community through being present,
both formally and informally.
Nathaniel Boer, a PA on the first
floor of Bergwall Hall, appreciates
the bond created with his floor by
just being present.
“Bergwall is very diverse in terms
of what people and do and what
people engage in,” Boer said. “So I

think a big part of it is really just
supporting each other. We have a
lot of people on the football team
and in the arts, so whether that
means we’re going to MyGen or
going to the football game … we
are always present for peoples’
significant accomplishments.”
One way students have been
intentional about unintentional community is in how they set
up personal spaces. Olson Hall
director Jessie Woodring is an
eager proponent of intentionally preparing spaces with a futon
or coffee station, not merely for
aesthetics but to draw people in.
By intentionally using one’s space
for community for one another,
opportunities for unexpected
conversations and memories
are created.
Unlike Olson, Bergwall does
not have as many spaces for
community, but they compromise in other ways.
“We don’t have a lot of communal spaces,” Boer said. “It’s a
lot more of you hang out in your
room and people just pop in and
out.”
Individual well-being is also
important for a community’s
vitality. Woodring says that it is
not wrong to close doors and use
space intentionally for oneself.
“Being alone is very important
to the process of being together,”
she said.
As soon as technology enters
the picture, community is at risk.
Woodring identified two overarching hurdles when it comes to
technology usage. First, phones
have become a retreat. This can
look like a necessary escape
from awkward or stressful situations or causing people to be
more distant from the community. Second, if one’s presentation
on social media is not authentic,
then exhaustion sets in attempting to preserve that image.
Further negative effects of intentionality look like being inconsiderate of others by not sharing
spaces well, resulting in walls
that discourage togetherness.
Whether in the dorm room or
Olson lobby, there are countless
opportunities for community to
flourish, as well as decline.
Hopefully, this different take
on the popular two-word phrase
changes how community is valued and viewed on campus.
echo@taylor.edu

When considering the holistic health of an individual, one’s
mental health plays a vital and inextricably connected role.
Our physical, mental and spiritual health are all linked to encompass a full view of holistic
health. The Bible even speaks to
the connectedness of our body,
soul and mind when it speaks
instructions on our relationship
with the Lord in Jesus’ command
to love our God with all our heart
and with all our soul and with all
our mind in Mark 12. Due to this
connection, our mental health
can have a profound effect on
our overall health.
On an anatomical level, our
mental health is connected to our
physical health in a literal sense
via the vagus nerve and the psoas muscle. Our psoas muscle is a
muscle system that spans from
the diaphragm to our upper femur. When our body is in flight,
fight or freeze, this is the muscle that helps us respond to all
three. Where the psoas muscle
connects at the diaphragm, it
also connects to our vagus nerve.
Our vagus nerve runs from our
diaphragm to our brain, and it
helps to stimulate the shift to

Photograph provided by Rachel Schumaker

our parasympathetic nervous
system, which is where rest and
digestion occurs.
Thus, the vagus nerve provides
the shift out of our flight, fight or
freeze. Fear, trauma, anxiety or
other adverse mental health experiences can cause us to continually tighten our psoas muscle,
thus resulting in it becoming
shorter over time, which can potentially lead to other physical
health problems.
When our mental health is
suffering, we can also experience
other physical ailments. Stress,
anxiety and fatigue, to name a
few, can affect our digestion or

the presence of ulcers. Anxiety
disorders can also increase the
risk for cardiovascular disease
or contribute to heart palpitations or chest pain. Depressive
disorders have also been shown
to increase the risk of long-term
physical disorders. Conversely,
positive psychological well being has been shown to reduce
those risks associated with the
heart. There is a growing body of
research that links happiness or
joy to both reduced mental and
physical disorders.
When we recognize the
connection of our body, mind
and spirit, we can have a holistic

echo@taylor.edu

What if half of God’s army was immobilized?
Let’s remove barriers
for women
Grace
Miller

Guest
Contributor
She said she would not go on
the internship in Cameroon that
I had set up for her after graduation. Why not? She had headed the Summer Intern Programs
for years, mobilizing students on
short term missions.
What changed her mind?
She wanted to get married.
Was she dating anyone? No, she
said. She thought she should get
married first and then go into the
mission field. Aren’t the chances of finding someone compatible in Cameroon doing mission
work better than in the suburbs
of Boston? Why did she circumvent her calling?
So often women run into this
crossroad. Women (and men)
feel they have to make a choice
between traditionalism or feminism; between complementarianism and egalitarianism. Is
there a path higher than this?
Galatians 3:28 states “There is
neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor
free, male or female, for you are
all one in Christ Jesus.” When we
limit anyone’s spiritual authority or economic power, are we not
valuing ourselves above another?
Should we “in humility value
others above yourselves — not
looking to your own interests but
each of you to the interest of others” (Philippians 2:3-4)?
A recent Higher Education Research Institute survey of Taylor
faculty showed that only 46%
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Unity is crucial for work to be done.

of the women faculty strongly agreed or somewhat agreed
that they can achieve a healthy
balance between their personal life and professional life. On
the other hand, 60% of the men
faculty strongly agree and somewhat agreed that they achieve a
healthy balance.
Additionally, 71% of the women faculty felt they had to work
harder than their colleagues to
be perceived as legitimate scholars. Only 40% of men felt this
way. What can be done to help
these women faculty? They are
his workmanship created to do
good works in Christ.
Can we bear one another’s burdens and thus fulfill the law of
Christ? Our journey has seasons.
There are seasons for men and
women as we fulfill our callings.
It may be a time to stay home
and care for children or elderly

parents. It may be a time to do
that and still work professionally. She may be called to be a
doctor, economist, teacher, pastor or professor and help raise
a family.
We need to encourage one another to fulfill God’s call. Let’s
remove the barriers for women.
We (men and women) all need to
help mobilize half of God’s army.
“If one member suffers, all suffer together; if one member is
honored, all rejoice together” (2
Corinthians 12:16). A pilot cannot
fly a plane without the good mechanics, air traffic control experts
and every member of the team.
Can the pilot say she/he is the
most important member of the
team? Can the pilot afford to ignore the contributions of others?
How can we help the women
who feel a lack of balance? Can
everyone in her household help?

Is her unpaid work valued? In
cases where there are two professionals in one household, what
can be done to help the woman?
Can the academy where parental
leave and promotion and tenure
processes have not changed in
over a hundred years be updated? Can Christian institutions
take the lead?
Gender inequality is a worldwide issue, not just an issue for
women faculty. This issue is compelling. Globally and nationally,
women are more likely to live
in poverty, limiting economic power. Economic health affects everyone.
Who is rejoicing if half of God’s
army is immobilized? Satan. It is
not a women’s issue. As Galatians
6:2 says, it is an issue of “bearing
one another’s burden and fulfilling the law of Christ.”

echo@taylor.edu

Anything you’d like to add?
Letters to the Editor
300 word limit
No sources required
Include academic year

3WO gathers in their community space to put on a wing talent show.
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Mental health is a key step in holistic health.

approach to preventative measures that can improve our
mental health, which can also
improve our physical health,
and vice versa. One example of
a preventative measure is allowing our brains to have down-time
— even as little as 10 minutes —
throughout our days. Another
preventative measure is intentionally taking deep breaths that
extend below our diaphragm,
which stimulates the aforementioned vagus nerve to help shift
to our parasympathetic nervous
system. Another example of a holistic approach to mental health
is getting plenty of leafy greens
into our diet. Leafy greens, or
consuming other fruits and vegetables, can help to decrease
symptoms of anxiety and depression, as well as helping with cognitive ability.
As an individual considers
the many ways that they can improve their overall health, the importance lies in recognizing the
connection between our mental,
physical and spiritual health. The
experiences of our mind, both
positive and negative, can affect
our physical and spiritual health.
The ways in which we address
our physical health can affect our
mental health, both positively and
negatively. The wonderful thing
about this mental, physical and
spiritual connection is that it provides a plethora of ways that we
can care for ourselves as we move
towards positive holistic health.

Guest Columns
600 word limit
3 local, expert
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All submissions are due Monday at 5 p.m.
The Echo only accepts column submissions from
current faculty, staff and students.
Email your contribution to echo@taylor.edu or
contact Emma Stotz for more information.
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MyGen offers communal experience again
SAC hosts a Halloweenthemed MyGen
Hailey Hendricks
A&E Editor

A night filled with student musicians pouring their hearts and
talent out on the stage, a hilarious emcee duo and one large performance, unifying Taylor once
more. Student Activities Council’s (SAC) 2021 MyGen event did
not disappoint.
After readjusting their event to
meet COVID-19 restrictions last
school year, SAC was able to return to their normal plans: one
large performance. MyGen took
place Oct. 31 at 8 p.m. in Rediger
Chapel.
With this year’s event taking
place on the eve of Halloween,
the event had a Frankenstein-inspired theme. The theme was
executed on stage with senior
hosts Joey DiNaso and Ryan Lopez being dressed as mad scientists and offering the audience
a mission to help find their lost
creation, Frank their “created”
Frankenstein.
The purpose of MyGen is to
have artists performing music
from their generation, as rooted from the name. This year, the

music ranges from 1999 to now.
From the opening performance of Sara Bareilles’s 2007
song, “Love Song,” to its upbeat
closing of The Killers’ 2003 song,
“Mr. Brightside,” performers electrified the stage with their unique
acts.
For many musicians, the MyGen stage was no new place.
Senior Zachary Winters has performed previously in the event.
Even with his past experience
with the event, he stated that the
excitement of the event is just as
high, whether it is a performer’s
first time or tenth.
“It is definitely a rush when
playing on stage, no matter how
many times you’ve done it,” said
Winters. “But the more you play
in front of crowds, the better you
can become at channeling that
tinge of anxiety that hits.”
This is echoed by other performers such as sophomore
Trent Repass as he describes the
rush of performing in correlation
to maintaining rhythm and tempo with the rest of his band.
Repass points out how the
MyGen experience is different
compared to other musical experiences offered on campus.
“Being in a band, I think our
biggest victory was staying
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Student Activities Council hosted their annual MyGen event.

together and hitting all our transitions just right,” said Repass. “In
a setting like the chapel, one that
fills with sound quickly, it is hard
sometimes to stay together with
a bunch of musicians playing at
full energy on stage AND a large
crowd cheering us on. We were
also able to keep everyone engaged, which is very important
in a concert setting.”

In the midst of many returning
performers, the event gave a new
experience for several seniors.
Senior Julia Muehl auditioned
this year after having it on her
bucket list since she arrived at
Taylor. Muehl attributes not auditioning before this year due to
her fear.
During her reflections on
the event, she regretted not

auditioning sooner.
“This was such an unforgettable experience for me,” said
Muehl. “Ever since I was a little
kid, performing on stage was a
dream I had. I can confidently
say that the younger version of
myself would be screaming with
excitement, because the older me
is just as equally excited about it.
There’s nothing like the energy in

department look up to what he’s
doing,” Riggleman said. “It was an
easy invitation to make.”
“I Love Only You” features
prints that receive their inspiration from failed currencies
throughout the course of history. Some of the prints display a
cod fish, which is taken from a
failed Norwegian currency. Others get their design from Confederate money. Currency has
fascinated Steinbach for many
years, and with cryptocurrencies
and non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
now garnering mainstream attention, he still finds himself devoting time to the subject.
“Far more currencies have collapsed (than ones) that are still
in existence,” Steinbach said. “I
think that, as one of the ideas in
the work, that could be one of the
ideas that people start to consider: Their relationship to these currencies or ways of thinking about
these currencies that are a little
bit more questioning, which I
think is healthy for people who
have a faith.”
Another topic that has always

fascinated Steinbach is military-style drones capable of destroying targets at the press of a
button.
Visitors who walk straight into
the Metcalf Gallery will be greeted
by “Under the Rose.” Using muslin
fabric draped over bamboo and
folded on the floor, Steinbach has
formed the silhouette of a Predator drone. Unmanned aerial vehicles piqued his interest during
the conflicts in the Middle East,
especially with Iraq.
Steinbach showcases this piece
to show the reality of the people
enduring these conflicts.
“It’s very easy to sort of forget
that real people are dying down
there with the push of a button
which is so clean,” Steinbach
said. “We have to be careful not
to mistake that distance for a certain kind of rightness.”
The laser-cut muslin fabric in
“Under the Rose” contains thousands of patterns inspired by Islamic and Christian sources.
According to Rachel Smith, a professor of art who has known Steinbach for close to two decades, it is

his messages and materials that
make the pieces unique.
“I think the thing that’s really
distinctive about Ken’s work is
that he has a really nuanced aesthetic ability where he uses materials in surprising ways that
are beautiful in their subtlety, but
where he’s actually probing subjects that are potentially polarizing or challenging,” Smith said.
“And bringing those two things
together is a really difficult thing
to do, and yet, all of his work represents that sensitivity.”
During the de-installation of the
exhibit, viewers are invited to take a
print from “I Love Only You” home
with them. Not only will the print
serve as inspiration; Steinbach
hopes that as the prints go out into
the community, they also spark
skepticism, questions and conversation. After all, along with failed
currencies and Predator drones,
those are a few of his favorite things.
Steinbach’s work will be displayed in the gallery until the
de-installation takes place on
Dec. 13.
echo@taylor.edu

Separated into three parts, Herbert pours into each character
that he creates in a way that cultivates a bond between the reader
and the character.
It’s for this reason that after
completing the book, I wish I
hadn’t, and that the story could
keep going on. The main players
in the story feel as though they
are real.
The book was first adapted into
a film in 1984, directed by David
Lynch and starring Kyle MacLachlan as Paul Atreides, the novel’s
main protagonist. However, the
film was immediately hated by
most of those who saw it.
Compared to the first “Star
Wars” movie which came out in
1977, “Dune” was judged for being harder to understand and
having a plot that seemed to require already knowing the storyline before going in. With a
$40 million budget, the 1984 film
only received $30.9 million in the
box-office.
And after this, the story of
“Dune” seemed to be forgotten.
But, with the main aspects of the
story dealing with environmental stress, human potential and
developing countries fighting for
their freedom, the story of “Dune”
remains a tale that can remain
applicable through generations.
Which is why, after 37 years, Denis Villeneuve decided to bring

“Dune” back to life.
While the wait was long, it was
worth it. No one can say that Villeneuve’s rendition of “Dune” lacks
beauty. It’s quite possibly one of
the most visually beautiful movies I have seen in a long time. With
wide landscapes and sifting sand
in a majority of the shots, Villeneuve navigates the desert with
ease.
However, similar to the original
adaptation, if you were expecting
a film in which you would be able
to sit back and mindlessly follow
along with the story, you might be
disappointed. While its runtime
of 155 minutes seems like it could
express a lot of subject matter
without being too dense, it barely
covers a third of the novel, meaning there will probably be at least
two film sequels to come.
Each minute of this film is
packed with history and characterization. Don’t look away for too
long, or you might miss a flashing
dream or the Baron Harkonnen
floating by the ceiling.
Bathroom breaks are not encouraged when seeing this on the
big screen.
But as much as I loved this movie, I think any film adaptation of
“Dune” must be presented with
the novel alongside it.
If I had not read the book
prior to seeing the new film, I
wouldn’t have had such a strong

a room of 800+ people ready to
rock out with you. It will by far be
one of my top memories at Taylor University.”
From rocking out to “Nine in
the Afternoon” with friends to
swaying phone flashlights to a
duet mash-up of “Home,” each
group was given the space to
come alive on stage. Through
having fun with their peers and
providing a night of unity for
the Taylor community, the event
highlighted the power that music
has to connect people.
Junior Lynnea Humrichous
urged any audience member who
enjoyed the event and is considering auditioning next year to do
it because of the indescribable
experience that the event offers.
“Do it,” states Humrichous. “It
is so worth it when you’re done.
Step out of your comfort zone
and just audition. Even if you
don’t make it, the experience
is everything.”
SAC will host Nostalgia Night
next spring, which will be made
up of music prior to 1999. For
more information about Nostalgia Night, keep an eye on their Instagram (@sac_tso) in the spring
for details on auditioning and on
the event itself.
echo@taylor.edu

Steinbach’s art exhibit showcased at Metcalf A&E
“I Love Only You” offers
unique experience
Will Riddell
Staff Writer

The presentation taking place
inside the Metcalf auditorium on
a drizzly Oct. 22 wasn’t centered
around Picasso and Michelangelo. Instead, it focused on U.S. military drones and failed currencies.
They’re not the average art
topics, but then again, Kenneth
Steinbach, whose “I Love Only
You” is being featured in the Metcalf Gallery through Dec. 10, isn’t
your average artist.
Assistant professor of art Jeremie Riggleman is responsible for
overseeing the gallery here at Taylor. It is a task he has contributed
to ever since he started at the university in 2017. He credits Steinbach as a mentor, and like many
of the other art instructors, he is
excited to have Steinbach’s work
just down the hall for the next
several weeks.
“It is sort of a glimpse at the
outside world,” Riggleman said.
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Kenneth Steinbach was
featured in the Metcalf Gallery.

“Being where we’re located, I
think it’s important for us to see
what’s happening in contemporary art, and so we try to bring
that here (and) into Metcalf so
students and the community are
able to see what’s going on.”
Riggleman works closely with
other department faculty to determine who receives an invite to
showcase their art at the university.
“Ken has really strong work
(and) many of us here in the

CellarDoor
Top picks from October
Amelia Bostick
Features Co-Editor

This Cellar Door is all about
“Dune.”
From the original novel, the
1984 film and the 2021 film adaptation, the world of “Dune” has
been heavily excavated.
Published in August of 1965,
Frank Herbert gave the world a
universe so intricately detailed
and immersive that changed science fiction for the better.
Inspiring other works like “Star
Wars” and “Game of Thrones,”
“Dune” paved the way for many
fantastical favorites that continue to inspire and impact literature
and film.
I won’t lie. I had never heard of
“Dune” until I found out Timothée
Chalamet was going to be in a film
adaptation of the novel, and I have
a mantra that I will always watch a
Timothée Chalamet movie.
Originally scheduled to release
on Nov. 20, 2020, I started reading the book the summer of 2020.
Then, the film was pushed back
to release Dec. 18, 2020, and then
once more to Oct. 1, 2021.
So, I had a lot of time to finish
the book.

Photograph from ‘Dune’

The newest film of “Dune” was released Oct. 22.

Herbert poured his heart and
soul into his novel and while sand
might not seem like the most interesting thing to some people, to
Herbert it was captivating.
In 1959, Herbert was researching
a story about the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and their studies to
stabilize shifting sands. This research led him to the thought of
creating a livable environment in a
harsh desert area. Was it possible?
He decided to write a novel
where it was.
Going further than just sand
dunes, Herbert began to invest in
the study of desert cultures and

the entirety of desert landscapes.
He wrote two short novels in the
Analog Science Fiction & Fact
magazine but then decided to
combine the two in order to make
a single and unified work of art.
And yet, it was rejected by over
20 publishing houses when he
first attempted to release it. Finally, Chilton Books took a chance
on Herbert, recognizing the talent and intricacy of his work. The
book went on to win the highest
awards for science fiction, the
Nebula and Hugo awards.
As time has gone on, the book
has only received more praise.

EVENTS

Dr. Hasrshenin’s
60th Birthday
Piano Recital
Butz Carruth Recital
Hall
Nov. 12 @ 7:30 p.m.

Wind Ensemble
Concert
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hal

Chorale & Sounds
Christmas Concert
Rediger Auditorium
Dec. 4 @ 7:30 p.m.

Symphony
Orchestra

Rediger Auditorium
Dec. 5 @ 7:30 p.m.

connection to the characters and I
wouldn’t have felt as much when a
character died or was introduced
for the first time.
I found myself less connected
with the characters (besides Chalamet of course, I always feel connected to him), than I was when I
read the book.
Some scenes read more suspenseful or significant than they
might have appeared on screen,
giving more depth and importance to the scenes.
However, I’ll allow these small
faults because these kinds of
connections and significance are
of the sort that can only be truly
shared in the beauty of written
language. It’s difficult to translate
the thoughts of a character written in a novel to a visual depiction
where you are not constantly in
the mind of the protagonist.
The entire universe Herbert
has created with “Dune” and the
way it has constantly inspired
and reshaped film and literature is incredible. It’s insane to
think how one person can be so
creative.
For this reason, I give the full
“Dune” universe five stars. For any
individuals interested in a more
in-depth review of the newest
film, check out Lucas Bertsche’s
review published next week online at theechonews.com.
echo@taylor.edu
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Full-time students turned novelists for November
NaNoWriMo challenges
Taylor to write
Clara Elffers
Staff Writer

Stephanie Wadsworth, a junior social studies education
major, has worlds in her head
that she needs to get out.
Last November, she was able
to write her fantasy world into
reality with the help of a challenge called NaNoWriMo.
Na t i o n a l No v e l Wr i t i n g
Month, shortened to NaNoWriMo, is a challenge where writers across the globe strive to
write 50,000 words during the
month of November. If the challenge is completed, authors receive recognition and a small
prize from the NaNoWriMo
non-profit organization. Even
more rewarding, however, is the
inspiration NaNoWriMo gives
authors to create working manuscripts of their novels.
Wadsworth has participated in NaNoWriMo for six years.
This past year, she wrote 68,000
words in three weeks, completing the first draft of the first
book in her high fantasy trilogy.
The manuscript is currently undergoing its third round of edits, as Wadsworth prepares for
self-publication.

foody
Ashley’s Ice Cream Cafe
offers unique atmosphere
Ellie Tiemens
Co-Editor in Chief

When the crowds of Ivanhoe’s
overwhelm you and Sophie’s has
shut down for the season, there’s
another place you can turn to for
a sweet treat.
Located on Washington St.
in downtown Marion, Ashley’s
Ice Cream Cafe offers a unique
atmosphere to enjoy a hearty
scoop of ice cream with friends.
Ashley’s doesn’t immediately
look like a casual ice cream shop.
With its marble pillars, Greco-style mural and arched ceilings, you initially feel like you’re
walking into a bank.
But instead of a teller’s counter, you’re greeted by a friendly ice
cream scooper who offers insight into the best flavors of ice
cream and milkshakes to enjoy.
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Professional Writing students often gather to share creative ideas.

Throughout the entire process, Wadsworth is driven by the
prospect of the end result. Seeing such success last year will
doubtless serve as a reminder
of what is possible this November. During the upcoming 2021
NaNoWriMo, Wadsworth plans
to work on the sequel to last
year’s project.

However, individuals don’t
have to commit to all 50,000
words to take part in NaNoWriMo. Kharis Rutherford, a junior creative writing major,
looks forward to participating
in her first NaNoWriMo challenge by writing 400–600 words
a day this November, f leshing out a fantasy concept that

she’s been itching to write for
over a year.
Like Rutherford, Anna Molendorp, a sophomore professional writing major, also plans to
engage in her own version of
NaNoWriMo to assist her progress on a fantasy concept. She
is well-acquainted with the
challenge from years past, and

though she has never met the
goal, she still enjoys NaNoWriMo as a tool to help her get
ideas on paper.
All of the participants acknowledge that college is a
hard season of life to maintain
NaNoWriMo’s average of 1,667
words per day. But Molendorp
does not measure success solely by words written.
“We’re all trying to write as
much as we can,” Molendorp
said. “And that on its own is
exciting.”
Completing any of NaNoWriMo’s variations, especially as
a college student, is an immense
accomplishment. But the work
doesn’t stop there.
Drafts will inevitably need
edits and reworking once finished. However, during November, NaNoWriMo authors have
the opportunity to forgo editing and write freely without
second-guessing how it reads.
“Don’t edit,” Wadsworth said.
“If you edit, you’re gonna regret it and that’s wasting time.
That’s what December is for.”
Ruth er ford al s o enc our ages writers to fix the rough
draft later. But above all, she
hopes the people who engage
in NaNoWriMo remain as carefree as possible.
NaNoWriMo is a beneficial

tool that pushes authors to
bring their ideas to life. Yet, doing anything beyond what is
physically or mentally healthy
defeats the entire purpose of the
challenge: to have fun.
“The challenge is supposed to
be fun in the first place,” Rutherford said. “Don’t take the joy
out of that by being so hard
on yourself.”
Ultimately, NaNoWriMo is an
opportunity to have fun using
the gifts that God has given you,
creating something tangible
that you can share with others.
“God is your inspiration,”
Rutherford said. “He’s going
to keep fueling you, He’s going to keep pouring that inspiration into you and you’re just
the vessel that the ideas get to
flow through.”
NaNoWriMo isn’t just for novelists. God sustains and inspires
all believers, giving everyone
something to write about.
Whether you are passionate about writing stories, articles, blogs or research papers,
there is an opportunity within
NaNoWriMo to take any idea
that God pours into your head
and put it on paper.
In the words of Molendorp, “If
you have any inkling that you
might want to do it, do it.”
echo@taylor.edu

fix
When finding a seat, you’ll
find bistro-style tables that
match the aesthetic of the interior and reclining chairs where
you can kick your feet up for a
while.
Laid out all around are card
games, coloring books and board
games for you to enjoy while you
eat your dessert. A small section
of puzzles and board games are
also available for purchase from
Jigsaw Junction, a retail store
owned by the same Ashley of
Ashely’s Ice Cream Cafe.
As for ice cream, Ashley’s offers over a dozen different hard
dip flavors you can enjoy in a cup
or cone, mixed into a sundae or
in a float or milkshake.
Seasonal flavors like pumpkin
pie are perfect for the autumn
weather, whereas the classics
of cookie dough, deer tracks
and cake batter can be enjoyed
year-round.
The shop even offers a few

Photograph provided by Ashley’s Ice Cream cafe

Ashley’s Ice Cream Cafe offers a wide variety of flavors.

different coffee and hot chocolate options, including a loaded
Ghirardelli hot cocoa topped
with vanilla ice cream, whipped
cream and chocolate drizzle. A
16 ounce cup of this costs only
$3.75.
Scoops of traditional hard dip
ice cream are priced similarly at
only $3.00 for a small scoop. A
sampler dish of four ice cream
choices, perfect for sharing with
friends, comes out to $5.50.
Unfortunately, Ashley’s has
yet to offer a wide variety of

non-dairy options. However, a
dairy-free strawberry swirl flavor
made with oat milk does stand
out on the menu.
Not ready to make the drive
to Marion just for a delicious
scoop of well-priced ice cream?
In only a few short weeks, Ashley’s will be opening an escape
room perfect for pick-a-dates or
a rainy afternoon. After, you can
split a dish with your date. I recommend the caramel cappuccino for a subtle coffee-flavored
dessert.

This cafe is family-friendly, offering a small kids zone with tiny
chairs and tables and the occasional fun activity such as the
Halloween scavenger hunt they
hosted on Oct. 30.
Overall, the 20-minute drive to
downtown Marion is well worth
it for a creamy scoop of ice cream
eaten in a unique atmosphere.
Though indulging in a bowl
of Monster Cookie Crunch will
leave your tongue stained blue
for a few hours, you’ll also leave
Ashley’s Ice Cream Cafe with a

full belly, itching to come back
and try all they have to offer.
Ashley’s Ice Cream Cafe is located on 402 S. Washington St.,
and is open Monday–Thursday
8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Fridays 8 a.m.
to 9 p.m. and Saturdays 1 p.m. to
9 p.m. Updates on their upcoming escape room and fun seasonal flavors can be found on their
Facebook page at Ashley’s Ice
Cream Cafe.
I rate Ashley’s Ice Cream Cafe
4/5 scoops.
echo@taylor.edu

Dorm dogs promote student well-being
Dorm directors share
pet-owning expertise
Eleanor Cooper
Staff Writer

Luna flopped on her side,
breathing quietly. Her fluffy
white coat puffed up like a
balloon and relaxed down,
slow and steady as her indoor
personality.
Matthew Beck, her owner
and the hall director of Bergwall Hall, said that Luna’s
outdoor personality is a complete 180.
Trained alongside service animals, Luna is in her element
at Bergwall and loves all of the
human interaction she gets,
not only with Beck’s wife and
kids, but with student residents
of Bergwall. Her training also
comes in handy outside where
she heels on walks, but she is
full of energy when it’s time to
play.
“Where Luna is tempted to
break her training is when she
finds other dogs,” Beck said.
“That’s Luna’s greatest challenge
— she loves to play with other
puppies, other animals. She gets
very excited about that.”

campus, but also it has had
the overflow effect of benefiting the well-being of the residents,” Beck said.
Breuninger-Gerig Hall director Peter Yeung was the first to
take advantage of Taylor’s dog
policy, which was updated to
allow hall directors a dog in
February of 2019.
His bernedoodle, Malcolm,
lives in his apartment in the
building.
“Luna and Malcolm are both
very friendly puppies,” Yeung
said, “He is a really energetic
and playful dog and he knows
no stranger. He always wants to
be friends with everyone and
everything.”
Because Malcolm is less than
Photograph provided by Peter Yeung
aware of personal space, Yeung
Peter Yeung and Malcolm bring joy to campus.
does not bring him into the lobLuna has even tried to beLuna is a very calm and gen- that Luna recognizes.
by at Breuninger or Gerig exfriend the resident Taylor cats, tle dog, and her hypoallergenic
Beck believes that Luna’s cept for very limited special
whose home base is close to fur makes her ideal for people presence on campus is more occasions.
Bergwall. Besides the loneli- with allergies. Beck says he’s al- beneficial than any potential
Malcolm still gets plenty of
ness of quarantine for such a ways careful when he lets her in property damage she could social interaction as Yeung
friendly dog, the main chal- the lobby because he knows not do, especially because she is hosts staff meetings with the
lenge that Luna’s family faces is all students want a dog around. so well-trained.
Personnel Assistants (PAs) at
living without a fenced-in back- Many students, though, look
“It’s an incredible benefit his apartment. He calls Malyard for her to run around in. forward to seeing Luna after a that Taylor offers hall direc- colm’s presence at meetings “a
Nevertheless, Beck still thinks long day of classes because she tors to have a pet, and it has blessing and a distraction.”
Bergwall is the perfect environ- makes them feel more at home. not only increased our ( famiYeung used to host “Furry
ment for her.
There are even a few students ly’s) well-being living here on Fridays” at his apartment for

an hour every week. He noted
that third Breu residents were
avid attendees. Though he no
longer organizes the meetings,
many students still come to his
door or message him, asking to
take Malcolm on a walk or even
just play for a while.
Yeung loves when students
ask to play with Malcolm because it gives him another
opportunity to make further
connections with the students
he oversees. Keeping Malcolm
on campus, however, is not always easy when it comes to
tasks like time constraints and
training.
“There are moments where
I’m trying to train Malcolm to
not jump on people and people
will be like, ‘Oh, it’s totally fine!’
and I’m like ‘Well, no, it’s actually not,’” Yeung said.
Both Yeung and Beck see
their dogs as assets to the students they oversee, especially
those missing their own pets
at home.
So, if you’re ever itching to
take a puppy for a walk, be
sure to contact Peter Yeung or
Matthew Beck, who will surely
hook you up.
echo@taylor.edu
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Crosswords
Across

1 Fictional hero raised by
apes
7 URL letters after two
slashes
10 Prefix meaning “huge”
14 Single-celled creature
15 “So I was right all along”
16 Pizza cooker
17 *Swing from the get-go
20 Bonuses for the waitstaff
21 Whitewater ride
22 Mookie of the Dodgers
23 *Well-made
25 Make amends
29 Wallach or Whitney
30 *Early pudginess usually
lost by one’s teens
33 Go out, as the tide
35 Econ. yardstick
38 Timeworn phrase
39 In the same family
41 Dined
42 Can metal
43 *Continue to avoid, as
alcohol
44 Pigs out (on), briefly
46 Bird homes
47 *”Don’t go yet”
54 Lou Grant portrayer Ed
55 __-Rooter
56 Worker protection org.

Sudoku

60 Bumping into someone,
say ... and what the end of
each answer to a starred clue
can have?
63 Clark at the Daily Planet
64 NW corner key
65 __ versus nurture
66 Valuable rocks
67 5G __: mobile standard
68 Eats into

Down

1 Diplomat’s asset
2 Mine, in Metz
3 Blowout victory
4 Pizzazz quartet
5 Blood-typing letters
6 Tiny Pacific republic near
the equator
7 Pancake cousin
8 Wood shavers
9 What happy tails do
10 Roadside overnight stop
11 Broadway role played by
Madonna in film
12 Restroom label
13 Common teen phase
18 Mai __
19 “His Dark Materials”
channel
23 Are suited for

24 Dalai Lama’s land
25 Palindromic “SOS” pop
group
26 Sharp-tasting
27 Bassoon relative
28 “Miracle” NL team of
1969, on scoreboards
31 Farewell to Felipe
32 Most easily chewed, as
meat
34 Not at all spicy
35 Sporty Pontiacs
36 Nimble-fingered
37 Some emailed files
40 Sailor’s yes
45 Wall-mounted light
47 Amusingly eccentric
48 Son of Jacob
49 Silly
50 Campers’ shelters
51 Joan of __
52 Not Rx
53 “... said __ ever”
56 Aware of, as a plot
57 Kind of poker
58 “__ we go again!”
59 Greek war god
61 Electric fish
62 Former Egypt-Syria confed.

Across

1 “__: Ragnarok”: 2017 superhero film
5 Mob boss
9 Popular pudding brand
14 Fit for harvesting
15 Six-sided state
16 Be of use to
17 Suitable for all __: game
rating
18 Actress Petty
19 Event site
20 December holiday
mailing
23 “__ do it”: “Sorry”
24 Arthur with two Emmys
and a Tony
25 CO winter hrs.
28 Orca
33 Indian music style adopted by the Beatles
37 “All in favor” vote
38 Undercover cops may
wear them
39 Flowerlike sea creature
41 Airport kiosk printout
43 Prefix with state or net
44 __ Kippur
45 Former fast fliers: Abbr.
46 Significant other
50 Overnight option
51 Pence and Harris: Abbr.
52 Letter after beta
57 Salad crudités ... and a

hint to each row of circled
letters
62 “Piece of cake,” e.g.
64 Diner sign element
65 Actor Guinness
66 Patient no longer
67 Tyne of “Judging Amy”
68 Fascinated by
69 Luge vehicles
70 Mex. miss
71 Tree house

Down

1 “Baywatch” actress
Bingham
2 Note for a soprano
3 Rossini work
4 Varnish component
5 Like many midnight
movies
6 Quark place
7 Sunday school story
8 “Yes, it’s clear now”
9 Morning cup
10 At any point
11 Big Ben and the Golden
Gate Bridge, e.g.
12 Greater N.Y. school
13 Bullring “Bravo!”
21 NASDAQ buy
22 Jeep or Jetta
26 Dangerous precipitation
27 What the doctor ordered

29 Golf commentator __
Baker-Finch
30 Bleaching agent
31 1910s conflict, briefly
32 Minute Maid drinks
33 Spider-Man films
director
34 Kofi of the U.N.
35 Pick a lock, say
36 “__ to that!”
40 Surg. areas
41 Want-ad letters
42 Harvey Levin’s online
tabloid
44 Sighed agreement
47 Home shopper’s channel
48 Flips
49 Silly Putty holder
53 “Let’s take it from
the top”
54 Pooh creator
55 Runs into
56 Knotted neckwear
58 Overly bright,
fashionwise
59 Rascals
60 Battery unit
61 Irish New Ager
62 They aren’t sure things
63 Ctrl-Alt-__

Snapshots from The Echo office

Photograph by Ellie Tiemens

During newspaper production on Oct. 28, The Echo’s staff held a Halloween party, fit with costumes, snacks and Halloween music. Sophomore and News Co-Editor Kyla Russell was awarded a handshake and sassy wink from Co-Editors in
Chief Ellie Tiemens and Holly Gaskill for her winning costume as Elsa.
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Men’s basketball off to a slow start

Team looking
to rebound
Enoch Eicher
Staff Writer

Taylor University’s men’s basketball team kicked off their year
with a whimper as they lost three
successive games to Aquinas College, Indiana Northeast and Governors State University. In their
66-63 loss to Aquinas College.
Sophomore Kaden Fuhrmann
ended the night nine-of-21 from
the floor and five-of-13 from
deep for a career-high 25 points
and added three rebounds and
two assists.
Taylor University got off to a
slow start with Aquinas College
playing hard and fast for the first
ten minutes of the game, playing
Taylor off the court, and leaving
the Trojans nursing a 25-4 deficit.
“We definitely need to be more
athletic,” sophomore Gavin Yoon
said, “We will depend on Hubbard this weekend.”
Back-to-back-to-back triples
from Aaron Hahn and Fuhrmann
closed the gap to 62-55, before a
transition three from Fuhrmann
brought TU within 62-58. Taylor
found a defensive stop on the
opposing end but a potential
RETURN continued from Page 1

Thanksgiving break. Due to
the pandemic, it was announced
the game would look a bit different, as less tickets were to be
made available.
However, the game was eventually canceled due to a rising
number of COVID-19 cases in
Grant County, Indiana.
“It was a major loss,” Men’s Basketball Head Coach Josh Andrews
said of last year’s cancellation.
“And you hate that the senior
class didn’t get to experience one
more. It’s such a tradition within our program and within our
community.”

game-tying three point shot was
blocked and Aquinas held on for
the 66-63 victory.
Fans of the Trojans will take
heart from the game as Taylor
rallied to end the game at 42.9
percent from the floor and 38.1
percent from beyond the arc. TU
also won the battle of the glass
by three but committed 10 more
turnovers than Aquinas and was
minus-13 in points off miscues and
minus-16 in points in the paint.
On Friday, meanwhile, Hubbard and Hahn teamed for 45
of Taylor’s 63 points at Indiana
Northwest but the Trojans fell
by a 64-63 margin in a game
that featured 12 lead changes
and eight ties.
Hubbard netted 21 points in
the opening half and finished 10of-19 from the field for 29 points
on the night, while adding 13 rebounds and two steals. Hahn
went six-of-six from the floor and
recorded a career-high 16 points
to go with two steals.
Taylor shot well once again,
going 48.9 percent from the field
and 57.1 percent from three-point
territory, but was again haunted by turnovers. The Trojans
gave the ball up 19 times and
were outscored by a 22-12 gap in
points off turnovers.

Playing for the second time
in 24 hours, the Taylor men’s
basketball team showed some
fatigue in a 63-57 defeat at Governors State, with the Trojans
shooting just 38.9 percent in the
contest, including nine-of-32
from deep against the Jaguar (22) defense.
A trio of Trojans cracked double figures in scoring, with Hubbard leading the way with 15
points and six rebounds. Jackson Lewis closed with 13 points
and three steals and Fuhrmann
added 10 points, five boards and
four assists.

Andrews said the amount of
exposure Silent Night brings to
Taylor and the athletic programs
was one of the bigger losses from
the lack of a game last year.
He also mentioned that in a
year full of canceled games and
unusual scheduling and protocols, not playing a Silent Night
game was one of the weirdest
parts of the season.
Andrews and Gould both expressed little worry of a similar
situation to last year, and both
fully expect the game to be played
as scheduled with a full crowd
and a healthy team.
Gould said the event will be

aimed towards the student body,
and that it will return to the campus-wide feel that it had in the
past.
After the game, the university-sponsored Christmas party in
the dining commons will return.
“It’s going to happen this year;
it’s not going to be canceled,”
Gould said. “There may be some
who don’t want to attend, because they don’t feel comfortable
in a large event and that’s totally fine, and we’ll certainly be respectful of that.”
Taylor is 22-1 all-time in the
game’s history.
echo@taylor.edu

Football

11/13 @Siena Heights 12 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
11/11 Brescia University 6 p.m.
11/12 Miami-Middletown 6 p.m.

Men’s Basketball
11/9 @Indiana Kokomo 7:30 p.m.
11/12 Miami-Middletown 8 p.m.

Men’s Soccer

11/10 Crossroads League Tournament
11/13 Crossroads League Tournament

Women’s Soccer

11/10 Crossroads League Tournament
11/13 Crossroads League Tournament

Volleyball

11/10 Crossroads League Tournament
11/13 Crossroads League Tournament
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The men’s basketball team tipped off their 2021-22 season recently.

“It’s hard to guess where we
will end up this season, but this
team has the potential to go far,”
said senior Jason Hubbard.
Hubbard began his senior season with a strong showing in all
three games and looks to be the
experienced pivot on which this
young team will rely.
“My main goal for this season
is to help this team have a successful winning season,” Hubbard said, with games versus
Marian, Saint Francis and Indiana Wesleyan looming on the
not-so-distant horizon.
The seniors remained optimistic

about the Trojan’s chances this season, as multiple teams in the conference besides Taylor lost key players
to rival schools or graduation, enabling a level playing field.
“I feel we expected to win the
first three right off the bat, because
I feel we have high expectations for
this year and we always should, because of how close knit we are as a
group,” Yoon said.“Us being young
and scrappy pays off too.”
The Taylor Men’s Basketball
team next play the University of Rio
Grande on Friday, November 5th at
7:00 PM.
echo@taylor.edu

Scoreboard
Results from Taylor
Athletics

Volleyball

10/30 Saint Francis W 3-0

Women’s Soccer
10/30 Saint Francis W 4-0

Men’s Soccer

10/30 Saint Francis W 2-1

Women’s Basketball

10/30 Trinity Christian College L 77-83
11/2 Cornerstone W 75-66

Men’s Basketball

10/30 Governors State L 57-63

Football

10/30 Saint Francis W 42-31
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Odle Arena is expected to be packed for the 24th annual Silent Night Game

Trojans win season finale 4-0 against Crossroads League foe
Women’s soccer
entering postseason
Conrad Otto
Staff Writer

The Taylor women’s soccer
team finished their regular season by handling a Crossroads
League opponent.
From a great start to a satisfying end, the Taylor University
women’s soccer team has had
one of its greatest seasons in
the program’s history.
Finishing with a regular season record of 11-6, they plan
to step into the spotlight of
the Crossroads League Tournament in full effect, hoping to make a statement in
the tournament.
In the season finale, the Lady
Trojans took care of business,
beating the University of St.
Francis 4-0. Four separate Trojans scored the ball, each score
was within the first half, and the

victory was rarely in doubt.
Sophomore Claire Massey
made the assist to set up the
goal for Freshman Sarah Mullins, scoring the third goal of
the four.
“It was fun,” Massey said.
“We went in knowing that this
was going to be our last official
conference game. We needed to
show up”.
Massey said that every girl on
the roster played, which is rare
for how hard conference games
can be.
Statistically, Massey had her
best season as a ball player, having personal-best stats in nearly
every category. With her assist
to Mullins, she then became the
team leader in assists, with five.
“I don’t think I went into this
year wanting to dominate more
than anyone else,” she said. “I
just thought I could play the
best that I can”.
Along with Massey’s success,
senior Ali Vander Kolk started

For her as a senior, she alluded to saying that this group of
girls is one of the best she’s seen
out of her four years.
As of publication, Taylor will
have faced off with Indiana
Wesleyan University in the first
round of the Crossroads League
Tournament. The team played
the Wildcats to overtime in the
regular season and lost by a final score of 2-1.
“Team mentality needs to be
strong,” Vander Kolk said. “We
have been so close to beating them… we know we can
beat them.”
With a victory, the Trojans would move onto the
second round of the tournament, where they would play
Marian University or Bethel
Photograph by Nicole Ancil
University.
Women’s soccer is now looking toward the Crossroads League tournament.
The conference is one of the
the game with the first goal en was her fifth goal of the season,
“This year was definitely my fa- most competitive in the counroute to the victory. She scored and a career high in goals for all vorite year,” Vander Kolk said. “Espe- try with four teams ranked inthat first goal in just under the four years she has been a part cially coming out so strong and with side the NAIA Top-25 poll.
eighth minute of the game. This of the team.
so many wins in the beginning”.
echo@taylor.edu

Jhon Alzate

Meredith Deckard
Basketball

Men’s Soccer

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

w w w. ivanho e s . i nfo

•

Year

Senior

Hometown

Martinsville, IN
Accounting and Finance

Photograph provided by Taylor Athletics

•

Major

Brooklyn Nets

Fav o r i t e S p o r t s T e a m

Kayla Kirtley

Funniest Teammate

Miracle

Fav o r i t e S p o r t s M o v i e

(765) 998-7261

Junior
Medellin, Colombia
Human Physiology
Atlético Nacional
Josh Zeidan
All or Nothing:
Brazil National Team
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